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Abstract 

In this paper an approach to improve the performance of a 

Pelton wheel impulse turbine at very low energy head was 

investigated for efficient and stable power generation during 

electrical power generation. During operation gravitational 

energy of the elevated water into mechanical energy is being 

converted into electrical energy by water that strikes the vanes 

which rotate the runner for an electromagnetic force (emf) to 

be generated which produced electricity. This require a process 

of kinetic energy produced by the water jet which is directed 

tangentially to the buckets of the Pelton wheel and usually the jet 

energy is used to propelled the rim of the buckets for power 

generation. Usually this process is more convenient for high 

water head application as it required high kinetic and potential 

energy from the source during operation due to high energy 

heads during operation. For over the year’s hydroelectric power 

generation is reported to have low energy and efficiency during 

low heads since the buckets speed is very low and the kinetic 

energy is very low to power the wheel. Most often materials 

used to design the vanes and runner are very heavy which 

increases the weight of the vanes and the runner during 

operation. For the runner and the vanes to rotates faster even at 

low head the weight of the vanes and runner must be minimise 

for the runner and vanes to have the desire high speed even at 

very low energy head during operation. In the current study the 

weight of the runner and vanes are reduced to test the energy 

produced at low head and the strength of the vanes and runner 

tested if it was carry the load at the reduced weight during 

operation. The discharge produced by the jets was able to 

power the vanes and the runner at very low head. Consequently, 

this designed Pelton wheel turbine will open a new horizon for 

hydro power plants in central and West Africa during dry 

season when energy generation is very low, since sufficient 

energy can be generated even at very low energy head due to 

the low weight of the vanes and runner. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Hydroelectricity is very common in West and Central Africa 

when energy of a falling water strikes the buckets which rotates 

a runner and convert mechanical energy into electrical energy 

[1-15]. Usually the amount of stored hydroelectricity is directly 

proportional to the height and amount of water level [1-13]. 

This water must strikes the buckets at very high heads for the 

buckets to move at a very high speed for high electrical 

efficiency to be generated during operation. This water flow 

from the dam through the penstock into the jet which strikes the 

vanes that rotates the turbines and mechanical energy is 

converted into electrical energy [1-7]. The efficiency of the 

system is usually very high if the water level in the dam is very 

high and very low if the water level in the dam is very low [1-

10]. Therefore the energy generated depend on the water level 

in the dam, which is directly related to the height of water in the 

dam which translate to the potential energy and kinetic energy 

[1-17]. 

When the moving fluid acts on the van blades there is a reaction 

of flow from the van blade and this imparted the rotational 

energy of the rotor which moves in a magnetic field from the 

impulse turbine [1-13]. In the current study the water from the 

dam must flow at a very low head to the impulse turbine for the 

Pelton wheel to generate electricity [1-13]. The Pelton wheel is 

designed as a tangential free flow jet impulse turbine which 

uses a jet nozzle usually under very high heads to hit the vanes 

that rotates at a very high speed for the relevant kinetic energy 

to be produced to power the shaft of the turbine. The jet 

momentum striking the runner is affected and the velocity of 

water at the tangential point of entry is assumed to be zero and 

all the produced kinetic energy are converted to mechanical 

energy to produce high mechanical, hydraulic and over 

efficiency. This require velocity of the turbines which is 

affected by the impact of the jet discharge and the weight of the 

vanes and runner that have been reduced for efficient speed 

even at very low head of water supply. 

The Pelton wheel experience great velocity along the turbine 

reaction since the impulse turbines operating principle is based 

on the concept of velocity due to direction of fluid from the jet. 

During operating the turbine rotates and generate energy that 

drive the velocity of water in the jet from the nozzle into the 

buckets which rotates the shaft for electricity to be generated. In 

most of the current study the weight of the vanes and runner are 

very heavy. This heavy weight can only rotate faster if water 

strikes the vanes at very high head. Therefore for low energy 

head the power generated is very low since the runner and 

vanes cannot rotates to generate the desire energy. The 

characteristic describes newton’s second law of motion as the 

turbine spins and remove kinetic energy of the fluid. There is a 

change in pressure due to change in velocity head by the 
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accelerating fluid through the nozzle. This has to deal with 

force which deals with weight of the moving body. The high 

pressure of water is channel through the penstock to the nozzle 

which strikes the vanes to rotate the shaft. Due to modification 

of the Pelton wheel for over the years by designing the buckets 

to release water that will increase the speed of the runner to 

produce power [7-17] in conventional Pelton wheel. The jet 

release water which strikes the buckets or vanes and the vanes 

rotate the runner which convert the water energy into 

mechanical energy. The vanes are design that they deflect water 

away from the jet and for over the year’s improvement on the 

Pelton wheel has been on the vanes design to improve the 

efficiency of the jet Pelton wheel during operation [1-8]. 

Usually the nozzle design in the penstock is to increase the 

discharge of water which increases the kinetic energy of water 

in the penstock which increase the speed of vanes to increase 

the speed of the runner [1-10]. Therefore this is an indication 

that increasing the design of the Pelton when and vanes always 

increases the efficiency of the impulse turbine increases 

whenever there is an increase in speed of the runner. Therefore 

the vanes must rotate at high speed if the runner must run at 

fast speed to increase energy and the system efficiency. From 

the expression of the hydraulic system 𝑃 = ƞ𝜌𝑄𝑔𝐻, where, P is 

the mechanical power produced at the turbine shaft in watts. Ƞ is 

the hydraulic efficiency of the turbine. ρ is the density of the 

water in kg/m3 . g is the acceleration due to gravity in m/s2 . Q 

is the volume flow rate passing through the turbine in m3/s. H 

is the effective pressure head of water across the turbine in 

meter which corresponds to the head of water supply to power 

the runner for mechanical power to be generated [1-17]. It must 

be recall that in any Pelton wheel the mechanical power can be 

improve or modify modelling the given equation parameters by 

means of changing Ƞ, Q and H inputs as g and ρ are constants 

parameter during the operation of the Pelton wheel when power 

is being generated [1-17]. In the current project the efficiency 

of the mechanical power of the Pelton wheel is improve by 

modelling the change in Ƞ, Q and H for optimal performance 

and by reducing the weight of the runner and vanes. This will 

inform the design of a new Pelton wheel which will produced 

higher electrical energy at very low head and the current 

problem faced during dry season when water level is usually 

very low that usually results to low electric energy production 

will be solve. 

 

2. METHODOLOGY 

The Pelton wheel was designed by L. A. Pelton as a tangential 

flow turbine for high heads. Due to climate change and that the 

head produced by a dam is not always stable due to different 

seasons that gave different head of water level in the  

dam [1-17]. The design of the Pelton wheel must be modify to 

operate efficiently under varying operating heads [1- 14]. 

Therefore to design a Pelton wheel which is efficient and stable 

the main parts of the turbine which are nozzle and flow 

regulating arrangement, the runner and buckets, and the 

breaking jet must be taken into consideration in  

modelling [1-17]. The fundamental model in a turbine which 

gives the relationship between mechanical power produced at 

the turbine shaft in watts (P), the hydraulic efficiency of the 

turbine (Ƞ), the density of the water in kg/m3 (ρ), the 

acceleration due to gravity in m/s2 (g), the volume flow rate 

passing through the turbine in m3/s (Q) and the effective 

pressure head (H) of water across the turbine in meter which 

corresponds to the head of water supply to power the runner for 

mechanical power to be generated is given as 

𝑃 = ƞ𝜌𝑄𝑔𝐻    (1) 

 

From equation [1], the mechanical power produced at the shaft 

depend greatly on effective pressure head (H). The model of the 

effective pressure head in a turbine can be derive from the net 

head or the effective head available at the inlet of the turbine. 

Generally as water flow from the head race to the turbine, a loss 

of head due to friction between the water and penstock usually 

occurs. There are other minor energy losses due to bending, pipe 

fittings and entrance losses of the penstock which also affect 

the net head but these minor losses are ignored in the expression 

of the net head given as  

   
(2)

 

Where H is the net head in meter, 𝐻𝑔 is the gross head in meter, 

𝑓 is the coefficient of friction L is the length of the penstock in 

meter, 𝑉 is the velocity of flow in penstock in m/s and 𝐷 is the 

diameter of the penstock in meter. This net head affect the all 

efficiency of the Pelton wheel such as hydraulic efficiency, 

volumetric efficiency, mechanical efficiency and overall 

efficiency. The net head also affect the jet velocity, velocity of 

jet at the inlet, power at the base of the nozzle and speed ratio 

which affect the power generated by the Pelton wheel. Since the 

main objective of the current paper is to develop a Pelton wheel 

that can generate good power at a very low head it was 

important to study the head turbine head generated to the vanes 

and power produce by the vanes. 

The net head generated translate to the effective speed of the 

runner of the Pelton wheel. This speed is propel by the nozzle 

which produced water which strikes the vanes which rotates the 

runner. For the runner to move at low net head and low pressure 

of water the weight of the runner must be minimise. Therefore 

weight of the vanes and the runner must be minimise for high 

efficiency of power generation at low head. Weight plays a 

significant part in energy optimisation. For energy to be 

minimise the weight of most mechanical system must be 

reduce. In automotive and airspace industries the weight has 

been reduced to improve energy savings. Therefore the idea of 

reducing weight to improve energy in the Pelton wheel must be 

investigated. In the current study the weight of the vanes and the 

runner have been reduced to increase mechanical efficiency in 

the Pelton wheel. Figure 1 revealed the current system under 

investigation in the current study. 
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Figure 1: Pelton wheel system showing the vanes and runner during operation 

 

The weight of the vanes and runner are studied at very low head 

to improve the efficiency of the turbine. The two materials 

which are mild steel used for the runner and aluminium alloy 

used for the vanes are simulated in the current study to test their 

strength and energy generated at very low head for optimal 

performance. 
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(a)       (b) 

Figure 2 (a). mild steel used for the runner  (b). aluminium alloy used for the vanes 

 

The mild steel used in the study has a plate thickness of10 mm. 

The weight of runner which is 3.5 Kg was simulated to test their 

stress/strain distribution during operation under different 

operating low heads of water. Using FEA using ANSYS 

Workbench 12.0 for the theoretical simulation the results are 

presented from Figure 3 to Figure 6. 

 

 

(a)       (b) 

Figure 3 (a) the bucket ANSYS model  (b) model statistic load distribution 

 

Table 1: Statistics of bucket 

Statistics Quantity 

Bodies 1 

Active Bodies 1 

Nodes 18758 

Elements 10151 

Figure 3 revealed the reduced weight of the vanes after 

theoretical simulation and table 1 give the bucket statistic of the 

design vanes at reduced weight. The simulated vanes shown 

that the produced vane can withstand the stress/strain being 

imparted by water in the vane during operation. It also shows 

that there is uniform distribution of stress and strain in the 

produced vanes. It was important to show the stress and strain 

relationship during operation of the vanes and the runner during 

operation at low and very high head. 

Table 2: Properties of aluminium alloy 

S No Properties Values 

1 Density 2700 kg/m3 

2 Compressive Yield Strength (MPa) 280 

3 Tensile Ultimate Strength (MPa) 310 

4 Young's Modulus (MPa) 71000 

5 Poisson's Ratio 0.33 

Table 3: Model Static Structural Loads 

Type Force 

X Component 0. N (ramped) 

Y Component 5. N (ramped) 

Z Component 0. N (ramped) 
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(a)       (b) 

Figure 4 (a)  deformation of bucket during operation (b) total deformation of bucket during operation 

 

The results in figure 3 revealed the stress and strain relationship 

at very high head during vane operation. Table 2 revealed the 

property of aluminium used to produce the vanes and table 3 

revealed the load applied in the vane in the different direction 

during operation. Figure 4 (a) revealed the vane stress and strain 

relationship at very low head during the vane operation and 

figure 4 (b) revealed the vane stress and strain relationship at 

very high head during vane operation. It is shown that the vane 

will operate better at very low energy head without any fear of 

material failure as shown in Fig.4 (a). This is due to the fact that 

there is no stress and strain deformation suffered by the vane at 

very low energy head. At very high energy head the vane will 

have high stress and strain deformation at the tip of the vanes as 

shown in Fig. 4 (b) and the materials can easily suffer from 

material failure due to very high stress concentration at the tip of 

the vane. Therefore the produced vane can operate better at very 

low head but the possibility of vane failure at very high energy 

head is likely to take place as shown in Fig. 4 (b). It was 

important to look at the equivalent stress, minim and maximum 

deformation range of the vane during operation as shown in 

table 4 . However it was also important to analyse the weight 

of the runner and vanes during operation and study their impact 

on stress and strain at low and high head during operation. 

Table 4: Model Static Structural Solution Results 

Type 

Equivalent  

(von-Mises) 

Stress 

Total 

Deformation 

Minimum 1.1363e-005 MPa 0. mm 

Maximum 0.74639 MPa 1.192e-003 mm 

 

(a)       (b) 

Figure 5 (a). Full assembly ANSYS model of Pelton runner (b). Meshing of Pelton runner Table 5 Statistics of assemble parts 
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Table 5: Statistics of assemble parts 

 Statistics  Quantity 

Bodies 110 

Active Bodies 21 

Nodes 195780 

Elements 101911 

  

 

Table 6: Properties of Runner 

S No Properties Values 

1 Density 7200 Kg/m3 

2 Compressive Yield Strength 

(MPa) 

240 

3 Young's Modulus (MPa) 10000 

4 Poisson's Ratio 0.28 

 

Table 1: Model Static Structural Solution Result 

Type 
Equivalent  

(von-Mises) Stress 

Total 

Deformation 

Minimum 7.6942e-005 MPa 0. mm 

Maximum 1.7893 MPa 3.2376e-003 mm 

 

Figure 5 revealed the full assembly ANSYS model of Pelton 

runner and the Meshing of Pelton runner during operation 

process. The results in Fig.5 revealed that the vanes and runner 

at operating efficiently at low head and the expected energy is 

produced by the runner and vanes without any fear of material 

failure due to stress and strain relationship of the vanes and 

runner during operation at low head. The statistical assemble of 

the runner, material properties and equivalent stress of the 

runner is shown in table 5, table 6 and table 7. Therefore the 

produced vanes and runner are very efficient at low head during 

operation. It was also important to test the operation of the 

runner and vanes at high head during operation as shown in 

Fig.6. 

 

 

 

(a)       (b) 

Figure 6 (a) Pelton wheel runner before operation and  (b) Equivalent stress of Pelton runner 

 

The results in Figure 6 (a) revealed the stress/strain of the runner 

and vanes at low head and the results of Fig. 6 (b) revealed the 

runner and the vane at high energy head. One thing is very clear 

from observation is that the runner can withstand the 

stress/strain experience by high and low pressure without any 

material failure or deformation. It is also shown that the vanes 

is likely to suffer from deformation at the extern end during 

high head operation. There are also different control input for 

the distinctive runner materials of Pelton wheel turbine. The 

speed of fly, release and control yield were found and this test 

was performed on Stainless steel, Cast press, Gentle steel and 

Aluminium fabric of runner. These perusing are given 

underneath within the table: To begin with setup is on the 

Stainless steel material runner which could be a strong plate of 

10 mm thickness. 
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Table 2: Result on changing on speed of runner due to velocity variation on Stainless steel runner 

S No Discharge (m3/s) Velocity (m/s) Power input (Watt) RPM u Power output Efficiency 

1 0.001246 2.32 3.35 117.8 1.84 1.172 64 

2 0.001655 2.96 7.25 156.5 2.45 1.654 56 

3 0.001721 3.17 8.64 172.1 2.71 1.552 49 

 

Table 3: Result on changing on speed of runner due to velocity variation on cast iron runner 

S. No Discharge (m3/s) Velocity (m/s) Power input (Watt) RPM u Power output Efficiency 

1 0.001246 2.32 3.35 122.5 1.92 0.977 56 

2 0.001655 2.96 7.25 159.5 2.5 1.492 51 

3 0.001721 3.17 8.64 179.4 2.81 1.214 39 

 

It can be observed from table 8 that as the discharge increases 

the runner speed also increased. The efficiency of the system 

was reported to increase and the power output also increase 

during operation. The maximum runner speed was noticed as 

172.1 RPM at 0.001721 m3/s discharge and 3.17 m/s jet 

velocity. This indicate an increase in power generated by the 

system at very low energy head. Another test setup was done 

on cast press fabric runner which is additionally a strong plate 

but of 10mm thickness and we are taken two plates of 10mm 

and 9mm crevice is filled by the washer for lessening the weight 

of runner. It was important to study the changing speed of the 

runner and their velocity during operation. 

The results in table 9 was done on the same setup utilized but a 

diameter of 10mm thick cast press plate were utilized. These 

two plates were associated with washer and the crevice between 

the plates and was kept up at 9mm. The result shown lower 

efficiency during operation when compared to table 8. 

 

3. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

The current study was aimed at improving the efficiency and 

performance of a Pelton wheel turbine at very low head. In order 

to achieve this the energy at low head and weight of runner and 

vanes were optimised for efficient energy generation without 

material failure during the vane operation. It was shown that 

reducing the weight of the vanes after theoretical simulation 

improve energy and power generation at very low head. It was 

also shown that there is uniform distribution of stress and strain 

in the produced vanes at very low head. It was also shown that 

the vane will operate better at very low energy head without 

any fear of material failure. This is due to the fact that there is 

no stress and strain deformation suffered by the vane at very 

low energy head as revealed in the study. It was also revealed 

that at very high energy head the vane will have high stress and 

strain deformation at the tip of the vane and the materials can 

easily suffer from material failure due to very high stress 

concentration at the tip of the vane. Therefore the produced 

vane can operate better at very low head with high energy 

generation but the possibility of vane failure at very high energy 

head is likely to take place though with higher energy 

generation. 
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